BUILD A BIRD BUFFET

WARNING:

™

CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Fly-by diner

BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS

CO N TE N TS

Multi-lingual instructions available at: www.beetleandbee.com

A FLOOR

B 2 - SHAPED SIDES

HANGING CHAIN

15 - NAILS

C 2 - SIDE WALLS

2 - HOOKS

D ROOF PANEL #1

E ROOF PANEL #2

* YOU WILL ALSO
NEED A HAMMER
TO COMPLETE
THIS PROJECT

GLUE
PAINT & BRUSH

TIP: Read the instructions thoroughly before starting your project.
1 Sort & identify all pieces.

Ask an adult for help & locate a hammer.
2 Place Floor (A) on a ﬂat surface.
3 Take one of the Shaped Sides (B) & match

up the nail holes on the bottom of the Floor (A).
Run a thin line of glue on the inside of (B)
where the pieces will meet.
4 Using the hammer, carefully place a nail

in each hole. Mind your ﬁngers!
TIP: Don’t hammer the nails all the way in.
Leave a little room to make it easier to
slide the walls into place.
5 Add a hook to the top edge of (B).
6 Repeat steps 3-5 with the other

Shaped Side piece (B).
7 Next, take a Side Wall (C) & run a thin line of glue

on either side. Gently slip the Side Walls
between the two Shaped Sides making sure to
match up nail holes. Place a nail into each hole.
Repeat with the other Side Wall piece.
8 Secure your structure by hammering all

nails ﬁrmly into place.
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9 Lay Roof Panel (D) ﬂat on working surface.

Place Roof Panel (E) at a 45-degree angle on
top of panel (D), matching edges & nail holes.
This is the only way to put these pieces
together. This will insure proper alignment.
Once you have lined up the nail holes, remove
panel (E) & run a thin line of glue along the
connecting edge. Place back up at a 45-degree
angle & hammer a nail into each nail hole.
Hammer nails completely into place.
10 Paint or decorate as desired, then let sit

overnight to let the paint & glue dry.
11 Connect one end of the chain to a hook. Run it

through a hole in the bottom of the roof, across
the top & back down through the hole on the
other side of the roof. Connect the end of the
chain to the other hook.
TIP: If the chain is too long, use pliers or
tweezers to feed the chain through
the holes or to shorten it.
12 Fill with your favorite birdseed & hang outside

on a branch or post. Place your feeder near a
window so that you can observe the variety of
birds that come by to feed.
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